13, The Musical
August 6, 7, 8, 9th at 5:30pm

A MUSICAL
BY JASON ROBERT BROWN
BOOK BY DAN ELISH AND
ROBERT HORN
Cast

THIRTEEN, THE MUSICAL

Evan Goldman - Diogo De Lima Dias
Patrice - Anna Houghton
Brett - Phineas Byrne
Eddie - Garmarley Smith
Malcom - Nick Feare
Archie - Teddy Broder
Kendra - Tatum Corbett
Lucy - Camilla Butler
Cassie - Amber Puckering
Charlotte - Nina Silverman
Molly - Roan La Scola
Richie - Lexi Maraganore
Simone - Andrea Bunlerssak
Production Team

THIRTEEN, THE MUSICAL

Director - Laura Gallagher Byrne
Music Director - Jeff Cutts
Choreographer - Nicole LeBlanc
Stage Manager - Zacil (Sassy) Nash
Sound Designer - Tony Wagner
Michelle Feldmann - Box Office Manager
Set Concept - Zacil Nash
Design Illustrator - Nicole LeBlanc
Production Swing - Millie Woods

MUSICAL NUMBERS

13/Becoming a Man - Evan and Company
The Lamest Place in the World - Patrice
Hey Kendra - Brett, Malcolm, Eddie, Lucy and Kendra
13 (Reprise) - Evan and Company
Get Me What I Need - Archie and Company
What It Means to Be a Friend - Patrice
All Hail the Brain/Terminal Illness- Evan, Archie and Company
Getting Ready - Evan, Archie, Lucy, Kendra, Brett and Company
Any Minute - Brett, Kendra, Patrice and Archie
Good Enough - Patrice
Being a Geek - Evan
Bad Bad News - Eddie, Malcolm, Simon and Richie
Tell Her - Evan and Patrice
It Can't Be True - Lucy, Molly, Cassie, Charlotte and Company
If That's What It Is - Evan, Patrice and Archie
A Little More Homework - Evan, Charlotte and Company
Brand New You - Cassie, Charlotte, Molly and Company

A NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Thank you for joining us for this production. We are really excited about a number of things, including a great score by Jason Robert Brown, but we are most excited about sharing this production, with this amazing group of teens live on stage this evening. In these trying and confusing times, we are grateful for the gift of theatre, and the joy, love and camaraderie that working together on a production brings. Evan’s story is entertaining and uplifting, and we sincerely wish its message will bring hope for a brighter future for all of us. “I am trying to follow, I am trying to lead, I am trying to learn what is true. I am trying to be what you want and I need, and we all have, a little more homework to do.”
We are grateful to the following individuals and organizations for generously supporting Dreamland Stage Company.

The Richard K. Lubin Family Foundation
The Nantucket Golf Club Foundation
The Nantucket Stop and Shop
The Massachusetts Cultural Council
Annie Bissinger
Nantucket Arts Council
The Nantucket Historical Association
Edwin Rudd
The Nantucket New School
Community Foundation for Nantucket
Stephanie Ray
The Sunset Hill Community
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Thirteen, The Musical is produced through special arrangement with Music Theatre International. As stipulated by the terms of the contract, no changes to music, lyrics or dialogue are permitted.